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Abstract

The prevailing way to test a self-driving vehicle (SDV) in

simulation involves non-reactive open-loop replay of real

world scenarios. However, in order to safely deploy SDVs

to the real world, we need to evaluate them in closed-loop.

Towards this goal, we propose to leverage the wealth of

interesting scenarios captured in the real world and make

them reactive and controllable to enable closed-loop SDV

evaluation in what-if situations. In particular, we present

MIXSIM, a hierarchical framework for mixed reality traf-

fic simulation. MIXSIM explicitly models agent goals as

routes along the road network and learns a reactive route-

conditional policy. By inferring each agent’s route from

the original scenario, MIXSIM can reactively re-simulate

the scenario and enable testing different autonomy sys-

tems under the same conditions. Furthermore, by vary-

ing each agent’s route, we can expand the scope of test-

ing to what-if situations with realistic variations in agent

behaviors or even safety critical interactions. Our exper-

iments show that MIXSIM can serve as a realistic, reac-

tive, and controllable digital twin of real world scenar-

ios. For more information, please visit the project website:

https://waabi.ai/research/mixsim/

1. Introduction

During your commute to work, you encounter an erratic

driver. As you both approach a merge, the erratic driver sud-

denly accelerates and nearly collides with you. Your heart

skips a beat and you feel uneasy. While you’ve avoided

an accident, you can’t help but wonder: What if the erratic

driver was a bit more aggressive? Would you have needed

to swerve? Would other drivers be able to react to you?

Having the ability to test a self-driving vehicle (SDV)

in these what-if situations would be transformational for

safely deploying SDVs to the real world. However, the cur-

rent approach for testing SDVs in simulation lacks this abil-

*Indicates equal contribution.

Figure 1. In mixed reality traffic simulation, given a real world

scenario, we aim to build a reactive and controllable digital twin

of how its traffic agents behave. This enables us to re-simulate the

original scenario and answer what-if questions like: What if the

SDV lane changes? What if the agent cuts in front of the SDV?

ity. In particular, the self-driving industry largely relies on

non-reactive open-loop replay of real world scenarios; traf-

fic agents do not react to the SDV and so the SDV cannot

observe the consequences of its actions. This limits the re-

alism and interpretability of the tests. Clearly, naively re-

playing real world scenarios in simulation is not enough!

In this paper, we propose to leverage the wealth of inter-

esting scenarios captured in the real world and make them

reactive and controllable to enable closed-loop SDV evalu-

ation in what-if situations. We call this task mixed reality

traffic simulation. Specifically, given a recorded scenario,

we aim to build a reactive and controllable digital twin of

how its traffic agents behave (see Fig. 1). The digital twin

should preserve the high-level behaviors and interactions

of the original scenario; e.g., a driver cutting in front of

the SDV. But it should also react to changes in the envi-

ronment in a realistic manner. This allows us to reactively

re-simulate the original scenario to test different autonomy

systems in the same conditions. It also expands the scope of

testing to include what-if situations with realistic variations

of agent behaviors or even safety critical interactions.

To incorporate reactivity into replaying recorded scenar-

ios, the self-driving industry commonly relies on heuristic

models [18, 19, 21, 38] and trajectory optimization-based

https://waabi.ai/research/mixsim/


methods [14, 15]. Complementary to this, [39] use black

box optimization over agent trajectories to find safety criti-

cal variations of the original scenario. The common pitfall

of these methods is that the resulting scenarios do not ex-

hibit human-like driving behaviors. The large sim-to-real

gap precludes us from drawing meaningful conclusions of

how the SDV will behave in the real world. On the other

hand, recent works [2, 17, 36] capture human-like driving

by learning generative models of traffic scenarios from real

data but can only generate free-flow traffic given the initial

scenario context, without preserving the behaviors and in-

teractions in the original scenario. This motivates the need

for a simulation framework that learns human-like driving

while being controllable at the behavior level.

Towards this goal, we propose MIXSIM, a hierarchical

framework for mixed reality traffic simulation. In our ap-

proach, we explicitly disentangle an agent’s high-level goal

(e.g., taking an off-ramp) from its reactive low-level ma-

neuvers (e.g., braking to avoid collisions). We use routes

along the road network as the goal representation and learn

a reactive route-conditional policy to recover human-like

driving behavior. This enables high-level controllability

via specifying the agent’s route, while the low-level pol-

icy ensures realistic interaction in closed-loop simulation.

MIXSIM re-simulates a recorded scenario by first inferring

each agent’s route from its original trajectory and then un-

rolling the route-conditional policy. Furthermore, it enables

synthesizing what-if situations by conditioning on routes

sampled from a learned route-generating policy or routes

optimized to induce safety critical interactions.

To understand the suitability of MIXSIM for mixed real-

ity traffic simulation, we conduct an analysis of its sim2real

domain gap on both urban and highway traffic scenarios.

Our experiments show that MIXSIM exhibits greater real-

ism, reactivity, and controllability than the competing base-

lines. Notably, MIXSIM achieves the lowest reconstruc-

tion error when re-simulating a given scenario and the low-

est collision rate when reacting to diverse SDV behaviors.

We also demonstrate MIXSIM’s ability to simulate use-

ful what-if scenarios for autonomy development. Specifi-

cally, MIXSIM can sample diverse yet realistic what-if sit-

uations that cover the space of what could have happened

and generate safety critical scenarios that are far more re-

alistic than existing methods. Altogether, MIXSIM unlocks

closed-loop SDV evaluation in what-if scenarios of varying

severity. This represents an exciting first step towards a new

paradigm for offline autonomy evaluation.

2. Related Work

Agent behaviors for offline autonomy evaluation: A

key challenge in offline autonomy evaluation is how to test

the SDV across the broad spectrum of scenarios it might

encounter in the real world. A common approach in indus-

try is to use hand-designed scenarios [1,11,35] that validate

the SDV under precise interactions. However, this approach

is costly, requiring meticulous efforts to ensure realism.

Although trajectory optimization-based algorithms [14, 15]

can be used to reduce this burden, the overall workflow

remains limited in its scalability. Therefore, to comple-

ment this approach, engineers also replay scenarios cap-

tured from the real world [18]. This is typically done in

a non-reactive open-loop manner—agents do not react to

the SDV and the SDV cannot execute its actions—which

limits the realism and interpretability of the tests. Simple

methods to incorporate reactivity have been explored (e.g.,

using heuristic models to modulate speed along the original

path [18]) but they fall short in modeling human-like behav-

iors. In this paper, we also draw on the wealth of interesting

scenarios collected from the real world. But unlike existing

methods, we propose to build a reactive and controllable

digital twin of these scenarios, allowing us to re-simulate

and explore what-if variations. As a result, we can test the

SDV in closed-loop simulation and obtain a more accurate

assessment of its performance in the real world.

Traffic simulation: Traffic simulation has a wide range

of applications. In transportation engineering, traffic sim-

ulators [26] use heuristic car-following models [19, 21, 38]

that capture high-level traffic characteristics accurately (e.g.

flow, density, etc.) but not street-level details. As a re-

sult, these models exhibit too large of a domain gap to be

used for offline autonomy evaluation. To close this gap,

recent work [2, 17, 22, 36] learn traffic models from real

data. SimNet [2] learns a deterministic control policy us-

ing one-step behavior cloning. To avoid compounding er-

rors [33], [17, 22, 36] learn policies in closed-loop by un-

rolling them through differentiable simulation. These mod-

els share a common focus on generating realistic (and di-

verse) simulations from an initial scene. But they lack the

controllability necessary to re-simulate and manipulate the

idiosyncratic behaviors observed in a given reference sce-

nario. The focus of our work is to augment their controlla-

bility to enable mixed reality traffic simulation.

Hierarchical model of driving behavior: Building on

the intuition that human driving is intentional, recent work

have increasingly embraced hierarchical models that disen-

tangle high-level intentions from low-level controls. One

line of work uses latent variable models [5,32,36,37] to dis-

cover goals, driving styles, and agent-to-agent interactions

without explicit supervision. These models accurately cap-

ture the multi-modal nature of driving but the resulting la-

tent spaces are generally uninterpretable and difficult to ma-

nipulate [25]. An alternative approach uses explicit super-

vision to learn an interpretable hierarchy. IntentNet [6] uses

high-level intentions (e.g., turn left), [7,30] use prototypical



trajectories, and [8, 13, 20, 41, 42, 46] use goal waypoints at

a fixed horizon. We also use explicit supervision to learn

an interpretable representation of high-level intentions. In

particular, we represent intentions as routes since they are

a main source of multi-modality in driving, time-invariant,

and easy to manipulate. Our representation most closely re-

sembles the route representations used in [3, 9, 17, 44]. But

whereas prior work focus on improving the sample diver-

sity, we focus on using routes to infer and re-simulate high-

level behaviors from real world scenarios.

Adversarial agent behaviors: A related line of work fo-

cuses on simulating adversarial agent behaviors that induce

realistic but safety-critical interactions with the SDV [10].

A popular approach is to directly perturb the agents’ tra-

jectories [4, 16, 39, 45]. These methods generate severe but

implausible scenarios where the agents are not reactive, dis-

regard traffic rules, and lack human-like interactions (e.g.,

the agent chases and rear-ends the SDV). To improve re-

alism, recent works incorporate a learned traffic model to

find safety-critical scenarios, either perturbing the model’s

weights [28, 29] or latent variables [31]. Like these meth-

ods, MIXSIM uses a learned traffic prior for finding realistic

yet safety-critical scenarios. But instead of model weights

or latent variables, MIXSIM uses routes, which is a more

compact and interpretable representation of behaviors.

3. Mixed Reality Traffic Simulation

MIXSIM is a hierarchical framework for mixed reality

traffic simulation that enables re-simulating a real world

scenario and exploring what-if variations. In the following,

we describe our hierarchical model of traffic scenarios, out-

line how we learn this model from data, and describe three

canonical ways to use it for mixed reality traffic simulation.

3.1. A Hierarchical Model of Traffic Scenarios

We model the generative process of traffic scenarios as a

multi-agent discrete-time system. A traffic scenario S con-

sists of high definition (HD) map m, agent states s0:T , and

agent actions a0:T . We denote st (resp., at) the joint state

(resp., action) of all agents at time t. We parameterize the i-

th agent’s state si,t by position, heading, 2D bounding box,

and velocity over the past H time-steps and its action ai,t by

acceleration and steering angle. We model agent dynamics

f(st+1|at, st,m) with the kinematic bicycle model [23].

Formulation: Given a reference scenario, our goal is to

build a reactive and controllable digital twin that allows

us to re-simulate the scenario and explore what-if varia-

tions. The digital twin should preserve the high-level be-

haviors and interactions of the original scenario (e.g., tak-

ing an off-ramp) but not the specific trajectories themselves

(e.g., braking to avoid a collision). This motivates explicitly

modeling each agent’s unobserved goal gi in the generative

process of traffic scenarios. Concretely, we start with,

gi ∼ hi(·|s0,m) (1)

where hi is a prior over the i-th agent’s goal given the initial

state s0. A scenario unrolls over time according to indepen-

dent goal-directed agent policies πi and dynamics f ,

ai,t ∼ πi(·|st,m,gi) (2)

st+1 ∼ f(·|st,m,at) (3)

By varying each agent’s goal gi, we can simulate vari-

ous mixed reality traffic scenarios. Under this model, re-

simulating a reference scenario amounts to inferring each

agent’s goals from its observed behaviors and then un-

rolling the conditional distribution described in Eqs. (2)

to (3). Furthermore, by sampling from the prior over goal

hi(gi|s0,m), we can automatically generate realistic vari-

ations of the reference scenario. Finally, by searching over

agent goals with black box optimization, we can automat-

ically discover safety critical yet realistic variations. This

allows us to expand the set of possible re-simulations from

exploring what has happened to what could have happened.

Representing goals as routes: We represent each agent’s

high-level unobserved goals by a route along the road net-

work. Specifically, we represent the HD map as a lane graph

G = (V,E) [8, 24, 42]. Each node u ∈ V is a lane seg-

ment and an edge (u, v) ∈ E indicates that v is a successor,

predecessor, left, or right neighbour of u. A route is a di-

rected path of lane segments u0, . . . , uL in G. This gives us

a compact yet interpretable representation of an agent’s goal

that captures time-invariant semantics (e.g., whether to go

straight or turn) without constraining the agent to a specific

sequence of actions. The key challenge is to learn a reactive

route-conditional policy with human-like behaviors.

3.2. Learning a Reactive RouteConditional Policy

Given the current state st, the HD map m, and the

agents’ routes g, the route-conditional policy predicts ac-

celeration and steering for all agents. We want to learn a

policy π(at|st,m,g; θ) with parameters θ that exhibits re-

alistic, reactive, and intentional behaviors. In the following,

we outline how we parameterize and learn such a policy.

See the supplementary materials for details.

Architecture: Our architecture consists of three building

blocks: (1) a set of context encoders; (2) an interaction mod-

ule; and (3) a route-conditional decoder. Given the current

state st and the HD map m, our context encoders use a 1D

convolutional network (CNN) followed by a gated recurrent
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Figure 2. MIXSIM is a hierarchical framework for mixed reality traffic simulation. By varying each agent’s route given to the learned

reactive route-conditional policy, we can realistically re-simulate a real world scenario in what-if situations: (1) infer reference route from

trajectory for reactive re-simulation; (2) sample routes from a learned routing policy for realistic variations; and (3) find adversarial

routes that maximizes a severity measure of the autonomy system under test with black box optimization for safety critical variations.

unit (GRU) to encode each agent’s past trajectory si,t and a

graph neural network (GNN) to encode the lane graph rep-

resentation of m. Next, we use a HeteroGNN [8]—a SoTA

GNN architecture for modeling spatial graphs—to fuse the

resulting agent and lane graph features, allowing our policy

to capture agent-to-agent, agent-to-map, and map-to-map

interactions that are critical for simulating realistic reactive

behaviors. Finally, for each agent, our decoder aggregates

lane graph features along the agent’s route, combines them

with the agent’s features, and use an MLP to predict contin-

uous values representing the acceleration and steering.

Training: To improve robustness to covariate shift [33],

related works in traffic simulation train their models using

closed-loop training [17, 36]. Likewise, since our dynamics

function is fully differentiable, we use gradient-based op-

timization to learn the policy parameters θ in closed-loop

simulation. Specifically, given a dataset D = {(s0:T ,m)}
of real world scenarios, we optimize an imitation objective,

θ⋆ = argmin
θ

E(s0:T ,m)∼D

[

1

T

T
∑

t=1

d(st, s̃t)

]

(4)

where d(st, s̃t) is the Huber loss between the positions of

each agent in the ground truth st and the simulation s̃t. The

simulation states s̃1:T are generated by iteratively unrolling

the policy π(at|st,m,g; θ) through Eqs. (2) to (3) starting

from the initial state s0 and given ground truth routes recon-

structed from each agent’s observed behavior in s0:T . We

describe our algorithm for route reconstruction in Sec. 3.3.

3.3. Simulating Mixed Reality Traffic Scenarios

We describe three canonical ways we can use our model

to simulate mixed reality traffic scenarios. By varying the

routes given to the route-conditional policy, we can use our

model for reactive re-simulation, sampling realistic vari-

ations, and finding safety critical scenarios (see Fig. 2).

Moreover, we can combine all three ways to simulate nu-

anced what-if scenarios in the form of: “what-if agent A

cuts in front of the SDV, while agents behind the SDV react

realistically, and other agents follow alternative routes.”

Reactive re-simulation: To build a digital twin of a sce-

nario, our first step is to infer the routes underlying each

agent’s original trajectory. To do this, we adapt a hidden

Markov model (HMM) for map matching [27] to our set-

ting. Specifically, we model the joint distribution over an

agent’s states si,0:T and underlying route gi with an HMM,

where si,0:T are the observations and the lane segments in

gi are the hidden variables. We can then estimate an agent’s

maximum a posteriori route using the Viterbi algorithm,

g
⋆
i = argmax

gi

phmm(gi|si,0:T ) (5)

We repeat this process for all agents in the scenario. From

here, reactive re-simulation simply amounts to unrolling the

route-conditional policy π(at|st,m,g⋆; θ) through Eqs. (2)

to (3) in closed-loop simulation.

Sampling realistic variations: Beyond reactive re-

simulation, we can learn a routing policy h(g|s0,m;φ)
from which we can sample realistic routes to simulate plau-

sible variations of a real world scenario. Our routing policy

models the generative process of an agent’s route as an au-

toregressive traversal over the lane graph G = (V,E),

hi(gi|u0, s0,m;φ) =

L
∏

j=0

h
edge
i (uj+1|uj , s0,m;φ) (6)

where gi is the route u0, . . . , uL. Concretely, we parame-

terize hedge with a similar architecture as that of the route-

conditional policy, differing only in their respective de-

coders. For each agent i and edge (u, v), we concatenate

agent features with lane graph features of u and v and use a



Reconstruction Distribution JSD Common Sense

Method Ref. Path FDE ATE CTE Speed Accel. Lead Dist. Nearest Dist. Collision Off Road

Replay 0.80 1.58

Heuristic 14.48 12.65 3.84 0.07 0.36 0.08 0.06 1.49 2.24

BC 8.25 7.34 2.14 0.05 0.43 0.05 0.07 1.51 4.22

IL 5.84 5.32 1.29 0.04 0.33 0.03 0.03 1.21 1.81

Heuristic-Path ✓ 12.46 11.88 1.39 0.10 0.33 0.06 0.06 2.02 6.55

BC-Path ✓ 8.54 8.14 1.14 0.07 0.40 0.06 0.08 1.34 5.50

IL-Path ✓ 6.47 6.09 1.02 0.06 0.32 0.04 0.06 1.41 4.25

MIXSIM ✓ 5.04 4.86 0.67 0.04 0.33 0.03 0.03 1.07 1.29

Table 1. Sim2real domain gap results on AV2: Ref. Path means method condition on s0:T , otherwise only s0.

MLP to predict a logit. Then, we decode the transition prob-

ability from uj by taking the softmax over outgoing edges

{(u, v) ∈ E : u = uj}. The policy is trained to maximize

the likelihood of ground truth routes.

To sample a scenario, we start by associating each agent

to its closest lane graph node u0 ∈ V at t = 0. Then, we

iteratively sample edges from h
edge
i (uj+1|uj , s0,m;φ) until

termination, yielding a route sample,

g
⋆
i ∼ hi(gi|s0,m;φ) (7)

As before, we unroll our reactive policy to simulate a real-

istic variation of the original scenario.

Finding safety crticial variations: A critical aspect of

autonomy evaluation is stress testing its behavior in safety

critical scenarios. MIXSIM enables efficient search over

routes to discover realistic yet safety critical interactions

with the SDV. To do this, we follow prior work [31, 39]

to generate agent routes under an adversarial framework.

Given a real world scenario, we determine the set of can-

didate agents that are capable of interacting with the SDV

and sample one of them to have an adversarial route. Then,

the goal is to obtain route g
⋆
i which maximizes a severity

measure R to induce a safety critical scenario,

g
⋆
i = argmax

gi

R(s0:T ,m) (8)

We choose R as the SDV’s minimum distance to collision.

Here s0:T are the simulation states generated by unrolling

our reactive policy and the SDV through Eqs. (2) to (3). No-

tably, we also re-simulate all other agents to enable realistic

closed-loop interactions unlike [39] which replays unrealis-

tic non-reactive behavior. Since R(s0:T ,m) is a complex

function of the autonomy model in a dynamic simulation

environment, we treat it as a black-box function and use

Bayesian Optimization to solve the maximization problem.

4. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate MIXSIM’s suitability for

mixed reality traffic simulation. We begin by briefly out-

lining our experiment setup. Then, we present our main

results, demonstrating MIXSIM’s ability to build a digital

twin of real world scenarios and simulate what-if variations,

from realistic variations to safety-critical ones. See the sup-

plementary materials for additional details and results.

4.1. Experiment setup

Datasets: We perform experiments on two datasets that

cover urban and highway driving scenarios. Our first dataset

Argoverse 2 (AV2) [40] consists of urban scenarios which

we split into training and evaluation sets of 50,000 and

2500. These scenarios were mined for multi-agent inter-

actions and complex road topologies. Each simulation is

given 5s of context and simulates for 6s. We simulate fo-

cal and score vehicles only, which we call the interactive

agents; other agents’ trajectories are replayed due to noisy

or incomplete annotations.

Our second dataset HIGHWAY consists of simulated

highway scenarios which we split into training and evalu-

ation sets of 800 and 200. The main challenge in these sce-

narios is modeling its high-speed multi-agent interactions.

Each simulation is given 3s of context and simulates for 10s.

All vehicle agents are interactive.

Baselines: Our first baseline (Heuristic) simulates nor-

mative driving behaviors (e.g., collision avoidance, traffic

rule compliance) by using IDM [38] for longitudinal con-

trol and MOBIL [19] to select target lanes. Our next two

baselines represent the state-of-the-art for learning-based

traffic simulation. BC is trained using one-step behavior

cloning [2] and IL is trained using closed-loop policy un-

rolling [17, 36]. Both BC and IL share an identical archi-

tecture with MIXSIM, differing only in their decoders. In

particular, BC and IL replace MIXSIM’s route-conditional

decoder with an MLP that directly regresses acceleration

and steering angle. Doing so allows us to ablate the efficacy

of our route representation.

We also extend these unconditional baselines, which

only condition on the initial state, to our setting where they



Reconstruction Distribution JSD Common Sense

Method Ref. Path FDE ATE CTE Speed Accel. Lead Dist. Nearest Dist. Collision Off Road

Replay 0.00 0.00

Heuristic 17.30 17.10 1.08 0.17 0.13 0.06 0.03 0.14 0.00

BC 26.10 17.00 15.60 0.11 0.32 0.18 0.08 11.40 61.60

IL 11.10 10.90 1.05 0.10 0.11 0.05 0.03 1.49 0.00

Heuristic-Path ✓ 17.20 17.20 0.11 0.17 0.14 0.05 0.03 2.21 0.00

BC-Path ✓ 16.80 16.80 0.14 0.10 0.31 0.05 0.04 2.41 0.02

IL-Path ✓ 10.90 10.90 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.04 0.03 1.44 0.00

MIXSIM ✓ 10.30 10.30 0.25 0.09 0.10 0.04 0.03 0.86 0.00

Table 2. Sim2real domain gap results on HIGHWAY: Ref. Path means method condition on s0:T , otherwise only s0.

have access to the full reference scenario (Heuristic-Path,

BC-Path, IL-Path). In particular, these variants fit smooth

driving paths to the ground truth (GT) paths in the reference

scenario and use their base models for longitudinal control

along these driving paths. After fully traversing their paths,

they fallback to their base models for steering as well. Com-

pared to naively interpolating along the GT paths, this ap-

proach is more robust to noise in the GT paths and produces

trajectories with more realistic kinematics.

Metrics: We propose a suite of metrics that collectively

measure realism, reactivity, and controllability—hallmarks

of a good digital twin for mixed reality traffic simulation.

• Reconstruction: Our first set of metrics measure the abil-

ity to reconstruct a real scenario in simulation. Given

paired real and simulated scenarios, we compute the final

displacement error (FDE) [5], which is the L2 distance

between an agent’s final positions in a pair of scenarios,

averaged across agents and scenarios. We also consider

the along-track error (ATE) and cross-track error (CTE)

of an agent’s final position projected onto its ground truth

trajectory. In high-speed scenarios, ATE (resp., CTE) cor-

relates with speed (resp., lateral) variability.

• Distributional realism: Our second set of metrics mea-

sure the similarity between the distributions of sce-

nario features induced by real scenarios and simula-

tion scenarios. We compute the Jensen-Shannon diver-

gence (JSD) [17] between histograms of agent kinemat-

ics, agent-to-agent interactions, and agent-to-map inter-

actions. This allows us to evaluate the realism of what-if

scenarios that cannot be paired with a real counterpart.

• Common sense: Our third set of metrics quantifies real-

ism with respect to our prior knowledge about what con-

stitutes realistic traffic, namely that agents do not collide

and do not drive off-road. Following [36], we measure the

percentage of agents who collide with an interactive agent

(Collision) and the percentage of interactive agents who

drive off-road (Off Road), averaged over all scenarios.

• Controllability: We evaluate MIXSIM’s controllability

via cyclic consistency [43]. Specifically, we compute

route consistency (RC), which measures the path-to-path

distance between an agent’s desired route and the route

reconstructed from its executed trajectory, averaged over

agents and scenarios. This metric is based on the intuition

that, for an controllable agent, the difference between its

desired route and executed route should be small.

4.2. Building a Digital Twin

In this set of experiments, we compare MIXSIM and the

baselines in their capacity to serve as a digital twin of real

world scenarios. Our results show that MIXSIM is more re-

alistic, reactive, and controllable than competing baselines.

Realism analysis: We begin by evaluating how well each

method can reconstruct a given scenario when re-simulating

all agents in the scenario, including the SDV. Given a ref-

erence scenario, MIXSIM first infers the routes underlying

each agent’s behaviors and then re-simulates the scenario

conditional on these routes. We compare against both the

unconditional baselines and their path-following variants.

Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 summarize our results in AV2 and

HIGHWAY. In AV2, MIXSIM outperforms the baselines

across all metrics, demonstrating its ability to faithfully re-

simulate challenging urban scenarios. In HIGHWAY, where

it is essential to accurately model speed profiles over long

horizons, methods that learn using closed-loop training (i.e.,

IL and MIXSIM) achieve the lowest reconstruction error

and the best distributional realism in terms of agent-to-agent

interactions. Unsurprisingly, the path-following baselines

achieve the lowest cross-track error. We note, however,

that they do not achieve zero cross-track error since: (1)

they fallback to their base models for steering control af-

ter fully traversing their GT paths; and (2) they do not fol-

low the agents’ GT paths exactly but rather their smoothed

versions. Moreover, MIXSIM achieves the lowest collision

rate across both datasets, even in comparison to the path-

following baselines. This highlights a key limitation of



Replay SDV Braking SDV Aggr. SDV

Method CR JSD CR JSD CR JSD

Replay - - 2.92 - 2.01 -

Heuristic-Path 2.03 0.10 2.14 0.10 2.23 0.09

BC-Path 2.78 0.14 4.70 0.14 3.99 0.12

IL-Path 1.41 0.07 1.44 0.08 1.88 0.07

MIXSIM 1.17 0.07 1.28 0.08 1.42 0.07

Table 3. MIXSIM reacts realistically to a range of SDV policies,

achieving lowest collision rate (CR) on HIGHWAY.

Figure 3. Top: The non-reactive Replay agent rear-ends the SDV.

Bottom: The MIXSIM agent reacts realistically to avoid collision.

rigidly following the agents’ original paths—it makes re-

alistic reactions like nudging and swerving impossible.

Reactivity analysis: To answer what-if questions, our

digital twin must also react realistically to changes in the en-

vironment, notably when the SDV is controlled by a new au-

tonomy stack under evaluation. In this experiment, we com-

pare MIXSIM and the baselines on their ability to simulate

realistic reactive behaviors. We re-simulate each HIGHWAY

scenario where the simulation model controls all agents but

the SDV, which is controlled by one of three policies: (1)

static replay of its original trajectory; (2) braking then lane

following; and (3) a state-of-the-art motion planner [34]

configured to be aggressive. Notably, these SDV policies

are designed such that the resulting scenarios are solvable;

i.e., agents can reasonably react to avoid collision.

From Tab. 3, we observe that MIXSIM achieves the best

generalization to different SDV behaviors, achieving the

lowest collision rate among all methods while continuing to

exhibit realistic behaviors, as measured by JSD. In Fig. 3,

we qualitatively illustrate how MIXSIM simulates realistic

reactive behaviors when the SDV deviates from its original

trajectory. In contrast, Replay simulates an unrealistic col-

lision, limiting its usefulness for autonomy evaluation.

Controllability analysis: A key capability of mixed re-

ality traffic simulation is editing the behavior of certain

agents to evaluate how the autonomy system will respond.

GT Route Sampled Route Heuristic Route

Method RC JSD RC JSD RC JSD

NO-ROUTE 0.51 0.08 1.39 0.08 0.91 0.08

MIXSIM 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.15 0.08

Table 4. MIXSIM generalizes to novel routes from different distri-

butions in HIGHWAY scenarios

To achieve this, the simulation must be controllable while

remaining realistic. We evaluate the controllability of

MIXSIM by varying the input routes: (1) inferred from the

reference scenario; (2) sampled from a learned routing pol-

icy; and (3) sampled from a heuristic routing policy. No-

tably, the last configuration allows us to evaluate how well

our model generalizes to novel, out-of-distribution routes.

Tab. 4 shows that MIXSIM generalizes well to novel

routes, with minimal degradation in controllability and re-

alism as we move from GT routes seen during training to

novel routes. In contrast, the unconditional model implicitly

follows the GT route but cannot generalize to novel ones.

4.3. Simulating Whatif Variations

In this section, we demonstrate how mixed reality traffic

simulation can be used to simulate variations of the original

scenario that expand the scope of testing beyond reactive re-

simulation. Specifically, we evaluate MIXSIM’s ability to

sample realistic variations and find safety critical ones. Our

results show that MIXSIM is a promising first step towards

a new paradigm for offline autonomy evaluation.

Sampling realistic variations: We evaluate MIXSIM’s

ability to sample diverse but plausible what-if variations of

what could have happened. For each scenario in HIGH-

WAY, we sample K = 6 variations with each method. For

Heuristic, we sample IDM and MOBIL parameters at the

start of the scenario; for BC and IL, we use Monte Carlo

dropout [12] to sample kinematic controls at each step of

the simulation; and for MIXSIM, we sample routes at the

start of the scenario. We evaluate diversity with final dis-

placement diversity (FDD), which measures the maximum

difference in final displacement among variations. We also

report the minimum scenario FDE (minSFDE) [36], where

the error is computed for only the best matching sample.

From Tab. 5, we can observe that MIXSIM achieves

higher diversity than BC and IL, reflecting its ability to bet-

ter model multi-modality through routes rather than con-

trols. Moreover, although MIXSIM is less diverse than

Heuristic, it is significantly more realistic. See Fig. 4 for

AV2 variations sampled from MIXSIM.

Finding safety critical variations: We evaluate

MIXSIM’s ability to find realistic safety-critical varia-



Method FDD ↑ minSFDE ↓ JSD

Heuristic 14.90 16.00 0.10

BC 3.44 25.20 0.20

IL 8.77 10.50 0.10

MIXSIM 9.83 10.40 0.08

Table 5. MIXSIM generates more diverse and realistic variations

of HIGHWAY scenarios compared to baselines.

Figure 4. AV2 scenario variations sampled from MIXSIM

tions of real world scenarios. Across HIGHWAY, we

identify 400 candidate agents with which we conduct an

attack on the SDV. During the attack, non-adversarial

agents are re-simulated using MIXSIM given GT routes.

We use a budget of 75 iterations for bayesian optimization.

Optimization terminates upon finding a successful attack

where the SDV collides into another actor. Then, we

evaluate: (1) attack success rate (ASR); (2) average number

of optimization iterations to attack; and (3) distributional

realism of the adversarial agents. When measuring average

number of optimization iterations, we ignore attacks that

succeed within five iterations to filter out trivial attacks.

For distributional realism, we highlight the kinematic and

agent-to-map realism via acceleration, lateral acceleration,

and lane-relative curvature. Metrics on agent-to-agent

interactions are less relevant, since it conflicts with our

adversarial objective of creating collisions.

We consider two baselines inspired by [39]. In BICY-

CLE, we parameterize each agent’s behavior via a bicycle

model trajectory with limits on steering and acceleration.

In BICYCLE-F, we additionally constrain the search space

to a feasible set of trajectories (e.g., no off-road, no collision

with non-SDV agents) that are generated as a preprocessing

step [39]. In contrast, MIXSIM constrains the search space

via the route parameterization of agent behavior, thus natu-

rally enforcing realism learned by our reactive policy.

From Tab. 6, we observe that BICYCLE, the least con-

strained search space, requires the highest optimization

budget and exhibits the worst realism. By constraining the

search space to a feasible set of trajectories, BICYCLE-F

improves optimization efficiency but does not improve re-

alism. Compared to the baselines, MIXSIM is the most ef-

ficient and generates adversarial scenarios that are far more

realistic. The difference is apparent in Fig. 5. Our experi-

Attack Distribution JSD

Method ASR ↑ Iter. Accel. L. Accel. Curvature

BICYCLE 43.7 26.4 0.57 0.83 0.82

BICYCLE-F 43.7 21.9 0.57 0.83 0.82

MIXSIM 26.5 18.6 0.31 0.53 0.49

Table 6. MIXSIM finds more realistic safety-critical scenarios with

fewer optimization iterations compared to baselines.

Figure 5. Top: ADVSIM [39] finds unrealistic scenario with erratic

agent behavior, Bottom: MIXSIM finds a more realistic safety-

critical scenario.

ments highlight a trade-off in attack strength vs. realism and

search efficiency. MIXSIM encodes stronger realism con-

straints via a learned policy, favoring realistic safety-critical

scenarios that are more relevant to real-world driving and

ultimately more useful for autonomy development.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented MIXSIM, a hierarchical

framework for mixed reality traffic simulation to enable

closed-loop SDV evaluation in what-if situations. MIXSIM

explicitly models agent goals as routes along the road

network and learns a reactive route-conditional policy.

MIXSIM can reactively re-simulate real world scenarios to

explore what has happened. Moreover, MIXSIM can ex-

pand the scope of testing to what could have happened, with

realistic variations in agent behaviors or even safety critical

interactions. This represents a promising first step towards

a new paradigm for offline autonomy evaluation.

We hope MIXSIM establishes a holistic view on the

problem of mixed reality traffic simulation and sets the

stage for important extensions. Some directions include:

(1) improving nominal realism by incorporating traffic rules

for policy learning; (2) improving realism under adversar-

ial optimization by training with out-of-distribution routes

in closed-loop simulation; and (3) improving controllability

over longitudinal behaviors; e.g., driving fast vs. slow.

Acknowledgements: We thank Chris Zhang for insight-

ful discussions and the Waabi team for invaluable support.
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